
Location: Turkey Capacity: 660kW Inverter: STT-110KTL

Location: Vietnam Capacity: 660kW Inverter: STT-110KTL

Location: Turkey Capacity: 240kW Inverter: STT-80KTL

Location: Sweden Capacity: 80kW Inverter: STT-80KTL

Location: Philippines Capacity: 120kW Inverter: STT-60KTL

Location: Sri Lanka Capacity: 20kW Inverter: STT-20KTL
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Stay updated with SUNWAYS BIG EVENTS! You will receive these exciting updates on a monthly basis via

email. To ensure their timely delivery directly to your inbox, please add info@sunways-tech.com to your

address book.

2023 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

We sincerely invite you to take part in Sunways 2023 Customer Satisfaction Survey. Please fill out this

questionnaire before January 31, 2024. Thank you for your time and support! By completing the questionnaire,

you also stand a chance to win a surprise gift. Your participation is highly appreciated.

Take the survey >

WELCOME ABOARD

Sunways Welcomes Tomasz Grnyo as General Manager of EMEA
We are delighted to announce the newest member of our Sunways family, Tomasz Grnyo, who joins us as the

General Manager of the Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) region.

Bringing over 15 years of profound professional experience in advisory and the energy sector, Tomasz's arrival

marks a strategic move by Sunways. We are excited to leverage his expertise to accelerate our company's

growth and further expand our footprint in the dynamic EMEA region.

Read more >

PRODUCT TRAINING ROADSHOW
Philippines Roadshow

Sunways, with exclusive distributor Photonergy in the Philippines, completed a technical training on inverters

from November 30 to December 1, 2023. The session covered fundamental aspects like features, installation,

operation, maintenance, and applications in residential and commercial solar systems. Highlighting Sunways

STH-15~33kW Series hybrid inverter, tailored for large residential or small commercial and industrial

applications. Facilitated by an expert, the hands-on training empowered attendees with comprehensive

understanding, providing confidence in handling various inverter settings.

Read more >

SOLAR PROJECT

FESTIVE RECAP

Sunways brought festive joy to its workplace on Christmas Day through an employee-exclusive gift exchange.

Colleagues eagerly participated in the event, exchanging carefully chosen presents and creating an atmosphere

of warmth and camaraderie. The festive occasion not only celebrated the holiday spirit within the Sunways team

but also provided a meaningful opportunity for coworkers to express appreciation and build connections. The

exchange of gifts added a special touch to the work environment, fostering a sense of unity and shared

celebration among Sunways employees during the holiday season.

Watch now >
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